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Deon Dispenzieri Sends 
A Reminder to Faculty 
February, 1970 
To: All Evening Session Undergraduate Instructors 
From: Dean Angelo Dispenzieri, Dean, Evening Session 
Re: Student Attendance in Class 
The Faculty at its meeting of October 21, 1969, passed 
the following regulation concerning student attendance in 
class: 
"The Faculty recommends regular attendance at all 
courses. However, there is to be no compulsory attendance 
requu-ement for jwtiors and seniors." 
This regulation is to become effective February, 1970. 
Work to Begin Moy I 
On 24th Stre,et Center? 
Sealed bids on renovation of the 24th St. building will 
be opened March 19. If they are in order and within esti­
mates (so that no rebids are necessary), the contracts can 
be executed 30 days after, and work begin May 1. On these 
contingencies, and the timely performance of the contrac­
tors, sub-contractors, sub-sub-contractors, and everyone else, 
say Dean Lester Rosner and Campus Planning Associate 
Roger Feinstein, hangs the following timetable: 
Expected Floor 
Completion 
Phase 1 basement 
Late Sept. 1970 first 
second 
Phase 2 third 
Late Jan. 1971 
Phase 3 fourth 
Late May 1971 
fifth 
Phase 4 sixth & 





Depts. of Economics & Finance, 
Speech, Statistics 
Depts. of Education, Psychology 
Office of Business Manager 
Office of President 
Office of Deans 
Library 
Phase 5 
Late Jan. 1972 
space in 23rd St. Classroom and Faculty Offices 
building vacated 
by above offices 
and departments 
Marketing Department 
Will Open Its Doors 
The Marketing Department announced today that as of 
March 3 Room 1406 will be used for an open forum arena in 
the "ne;" Baruch College "Free University." The room will 
be open from 6 P.M. until 8 P.M. Monday thru Thursday for 
.all students in the school. Instructors will be available to 
answer any questions pertaining to either academic or social 
problems. This rapping-service is not. limited only to market­
ing majors but to the entire student body. A tentative list 
of the instructors manning the office is listed below: 
low. 
Monday - Professors Rosen, Friedlander, Cohen, Ros-
Tuesday - Pl·ofessors Rosen, Corrado, and Dr. Mendel. 
Wednesday - Professors Rosen, Friedlander, Roslow. 
Thursday - Pl·ofessors Rosen, Corrado, and Dr. Mendel. 
For further information about this unique Baruch ex-
periment, call extension 223 in the school. 
Agnes Varda's Le Bonheur, Friday Night, 
March 6th, 8:15, in the auditorium 
The Bernard M. Baruch College 
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N1ew Deon of Students S,elected; 
Assistant Deon Also Named 
Professor Louis L. Bennett was appointed Dean of Students for Baruch College. He will 
begin his term of office on March 16, 1970. Professor Bennett received his B.S. and LL.B. 
from St. John's University. He received his M. S. from the School of Social. Work, Columbia 
University. An author of numerous articles, Mr. Bennett is listed in Who's Who in America. 
Mr. Bennett has served as ad--"--·�------------------------­
ministrator and consultant in the 
fields of health, welfare, and edu­
cation for more than 25 years. 
He comes to the position of Dean 
of Students from the Social and 
Rehabilitation Service of the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare where, as Deputy 
commissioner and Equal Employ­
ment Opportunity Officer for the 
New York region, he has continued 
his lifetime work in the fields of 
Human and Civil Rights and 
Human and Community Services. 
He was awarded the h'i-ghly-coveted 
Superior Service Medal from the 
Department for his work in Social 
and Rehabilitation Service. 
Other Career Highlights 
As Executive Director of the 
New York Association for New 
Americans, he directed the expend­
itlll·e of more than $25 million to 
help a total of 50,000 refugees set­
tle and find gainful employment in 
the metropolitan area. For his rec­
ord in behailf of displaced persons 
of all ages, he was awarded an of­
ficial commendation from Mayor 
lmpelliteri in 1952. 
Mr. Bennett also served as the 
organizer and first Director of the 
Veteran's Service Center in New 
York City and was cited by vet­
erans' organizations for his pio­
neering work in community plan­
ning for veterans r�habilitation; as 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Boord Of G1oveirne·rs S-elects 
Key Office - Holders This Term 
'Fh.e Board of Governors of the Graduate Students Association (GSA) chose Val Cava­
lier, Janet Epstein, and Stephen Quinn to serve as key office-holders during the current 
term. The selections were made by the Governors at their first full business meeting since 
elections were held earlier thlS'<i>•----------------- - --- -­
month. 
Mr. Cavalier, a New Orleanian, 
will serve as the Association's 
Chairman; Miss Epstein, a com­
puter programmer for the Atlantic 
Richfield Company, is the Secre­
ta1,y; and Mr. Quinn, a civil en­
gineer, will be Treasurer. 
At the GSA's initial organiza­
tional meeting attention was also 
given to the matters of alternates 
to the Board and to the appoint­
ment of committees to undertake 
the Board's objectives. After some 
discussion it was decided to permit 
Board alternates (there are three) 
to substitute for full members 
when any of the latter are absent 
from official meetings. 
The next major consideration on 
the agenda was to appoint indivi­
duals to head the important com­
mittees. Consequently, Stephen 
(Continued on Page 8) 
WBMB Swings (Sort Of) 
"We may not sound professional yet, but we're enthusiastic," says Jim Farley, the 
Evening Director of WBMB. The station started evening broadcasts on February 25 and 
is "on the air," Monday through Thursday, 5 to 8 :30 p.m. 
Variety is the keynote of the format, ranging from Soul Music to classical to rock 'n' 
roll oldies to Easy Listening. The emphasis of the station management is on Easy Listen­
ing. "Most of our audience," says Farley, a news writer for WINS, "works during the day 
and wants music to relax by. Of course, more than once, people have gotten up and danced, 
especially during rock 'n' roll revival programs featuring music from the 1950's. The sta­
tioR also carries announcements of events in and around the school. 
. There a.re still openings on the staff for engineers, and a few announcing positions. 
No experience necessary. Jim Farley will train you. 
Right now, you can only hear WBMB on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th floors of the Student 
Center. Starting in April, or thereabouts, it will become a part of the City University Net­
work, broadcasting evenings over WNYE (AM & FM). 
''Your comments, suggestions and snide remarks are invited," says Farley to his lis­
tening audience. There is a mail box on the door of the WBMB studio next to the Marble 
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TH E R EPORT ER 
The ortheast SCOPE (Student Council On Pollution and the En;· vironment) pl-ans these events for New· York City: Press Conference - Thul'Sday, February 19 at 4:30 p.m. All Day Seminar on Water Pol­lution for College ·and High School Students - Saturday, February 21at 9:30 a.m. Both will be held at Columbia University as described in the 
accompanying invitation to your 
staff from Staff Sheehan, a mem-Val Cavalier ______________ ,Graduate Editor ber of SCOPE and its pro-tern �heldon Sweid ------------�roduction Manager press liaison man. Alfred Charasz r;,eatures Editor de�a�l�pf�r �ot�ar:�ii.eil C���-� Josephine M. Tuzzeo Copy Editor ence and the Student Seminar. We Zave U nger "pecial Projects Editor of the Federal Water Pollution Paul Guzzardo --------------:Club News Editor Control Administration ,are lend-Ken Weiner ·ousiness Manager ing only technical assistance. Ilene Mass , Office Manager The SCOPE Committee has met Harriet Freedman ,1 sst. Production Manager ��c::;e:;1 t:zc�si�;o� ��:in�!i� Mike Strick • ?·ts Editor December and they have very def-Lan-y Kalish 7'Tews Editor inite and imaginative ideas on how Marion Johnston 'li!ditor Emeritus the nation's water cleanup should be accomplished. I think you wil! Lewis Sturm 1i'ditor Emeritus find both events well worthwhile Burt Beagle 'li!ditor Emeritus to cover. NEWS AND FEATURE STAFF: Johaniia Rutan, Reuben Samuel, Sincerely yours, Joel Thaler, Gary Meisels, Maddalena Nappi, Annette Bruccolori, Kenneth Crotty Robert Lewis, Farrell Nesson, Barbara Pick, Earl Suri, Leumas Regional Public Inf. Officer Letied, Juliette La Claire, Frank K;1mp, Eddie Hartstein. * * * 
MAX SEIGEL To the Editor: Faculty AdvwO'l' Many thanks for your prompt attention to the Black fellowships article. 
R,eporter Finds 
$12,000! 
Replying to last week's Reporter Editorial, Dr. Kellar 
informed this publication that $12,000 from athletic fees are 
in escrow. Fine, but there's still more money, and we want 
to know where it is. If we look hard enpugh we may find 
$100,000. 
At a Reporter staff meeting held last Friday, the fol­
owing letter to Dean Dispenzieri was unanimously approved. 
Dear Dean Dispenzieri, 
We realize the tedious and arduous work involved in 
the study of Open Enrollment at Baruch. The fact that you 
are heading this depth study is indicative of your abilities. 
This does not, however, negate the importance of attain­
ing a full accounting of the allocations of Student Fees. We 
therefore request that you instruct those in the appropriate 
positions to reveal such allocations. 
Respectfully, 










A Reply to 
Student Apathy 
Philip Harris 
To the Editor: Most students when enrolled in the lower senior or above class no longer have unsatisfied degree re­quirements which permit selectivity of courses or course substitution. Changes in degree requirementsthat affect these people place a burden of time and effort on them that can have no other affect than to detract from their educational 
achievements at Baruch College. The addition of even one course as a degree requirement will extend many students enrollment at Ba­ruch by six months. The February· 24, 1970 issue of The Ticker repoa·ted an addition of six required credits for the B.B.A. degree for all students who will receive their degrees after September 1, 1970. Since registra­tion for the spring semester has long been complete at this time, and -application for summer session 1970 was required at registration, 
students who plan to gTaduate Feb­ruary 1971 have no opportunity to adjust to these changes in degree requirements and still graduate as planned. The requirement changes as pre­
sented by The Ticker fail to take upper cl-assmen into consideration. For a college and university that professes to have consideration for its students and their educational needs as their prime motive for the existence of the school, this is a step backwards. The proposal by the Ticker to have these added requirements apply to students who enter the new curriculum be­ginning January, 1970 is the course of action I recommend to the fac­ulty and staff of Baruch College which will provide for the fairest application of these changes. 
I have planned my schedule of courses since September, 1969 and my mode of living for this year in anticipation of graduation Febru­ary, 1971. These changes in degree requirements will cause me severe hardships as well as many other 
students in my ci.rcumstances. I do hope you reconsider the ,application of these degree requirement 
changes to permit those students who plan to graduate Februai-y, 1971, to graduate on time. Please inform me of any changes 
concerning this matter. Thank you. Dennis J. White I-Senior Evening Division 
Monday Mru:ch 2 1970' 
APRES MOI, LE_DELUGE ... 
On the edge of the v;lcano, 
Looking into the abyss of pollution, 
Overcrowded, overdl·ugged, demoralized, 
We live as if there is no tomorrow; 
And you know something? 
There isn't any. 
GAME 
Every morning I take the cattle cars 
Into the yellow city, 
Past the unsmiling faces, 
Minors of infinite desperation, 
Dulled by the numbness of indifference, 
The midtown slaughterhouse my destination, 
The arena where gladiators in shabby suits 
Perform for subsistence; 
And yesterday the whole thing struck me funny, 
And I suddenly laughed like hell, 
Right in the subway. 
Suddenly, everyone looked at me, 
For I had violated the rules of the game, 
The game? 
ALFRED CHARASZ 
A LIFE-STYLE ... 
Do you extend your hand in friendship? 
In so doing, are you rejected? 
It hurts, does it not?.· 
Do you then decide not to try again? 
Is the world cruel? inhuman? 
Is it not worth your giving? 
Could it be that people do not know how to 
accept friendships? 
Are they shy? awkward? 
Do they suspect your motives? 
Are they insensitive to your feelings? 
to your needs? 
Is it best just to turn off and be left alone? 
Is it at times too difficult to cater to 
individual needs? 
Is it too exhausting? 
Does the world ask too much of you? Does life? 
Do you think why must I always give? 
What is the value of things? 
Are people not worth reaching? 
Is there really a better way to live? 
How many of you have I reached? 
Maddalena Nappi 
TIME IS . . .
Too slow for those who wait 
Too swift for those who fear 
Too Jong for those who grieve 
Too short for those who rejoice 
But for those who love, time is eternity. 
Hours fly, flowers die 




Men and women, both small and little 
With tearful eyes and fearful smiles 
Who are lowy and oppressed with nothing to caress 
Eyes that want to seek and souls that are meek 
Motions which are humble and fumble 
Skin like tin and habits like sin 
Drinking gin and thinking when it's going to end 
Clothes that are shaggy and baggy. 
Around the town, in and out 
Half and Half, Black and White 
Up the hill and down the mil] 
In and out - out and in 
Fearful and tearful 
You in me and me in you 
Humble and Bumble 
Put down, take down meek and want to seek 
No time out, not time in fearful and tearful 
On and off, off and on quivering and shive1ing 
Shatter and batter in and out, in and out 
Fealful and tearful you in me and me in you 
End it in, end it out. 
James Sumpter 
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Department Reps Available for Counseling 
TI IE AVAILABLE TIME AVAILABLE 
Department Representative Day Time Room Department Representative Day Time Room 
ACCOUNTANCY Prof. N. Seitelman Tues. 6:00-9:00 14409 MARKETING 
(}eneral Advisors Mon. thru Chairman Prof. H. Eilbirt Thurs. 5:30-7:00 1410 
Thurs. 6:00-9:00 1409 Advertising Mr. A. Miller Thurs. 6:30-8:45 1420A 
Credit Prof. I. H. Kellar Mon. 6:30-8:45 1410 
ART Prof. ·v. Saule Tues. 5:00-7:00 1223A Insurance Mr. A. Rennert Mon. 5:00-5:45 1406 
Marketing and 
BIOLOGY Prof. M. Winokur Mon. thru Marketing Research Prof. E. Cohen Mon. 6:30-8:45 1406 
Thurs. 4:00-6:00 410 Intemational Trade Prof. I Kellar Mon. 6:00-8:45 1410 
Real. Estate Prof. S. Kahn ':'ti Tues. 6:00 -8:00 1410 
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE Prof. J. Wiseman Wed. 4:00-6:00 1604 Retailing ··& Textiles Prof. D. Raclnnan-r By Appt. Only 1320B 
CHEMISTRY Prof. A. T. Burtsell Wed. 5:30-6:30 821 MATHEMATICS Prof. E. A. 
1 Hill Mon. 5:45-6:45 1421A 
Prof. R. Loucks Tues. 6:00-7:00 1402 
CURRICULAR GUIDANCE Dean Frank Saidel Tues. & MEDICAL Docto�·/'.- Doctors on Duty 9:00 A.M. & Staff Wed. 5:00-9:30 305 
Thurs. 5:00-9:30 305 
,of.,, 11:00 PM Mon. thru Fri. 607 
MUSIC ·; Prof. W. Nallin Mon. 6:00-7:00 1220A 
DEAN - EVENING & Dean A. Dispenzier:i ·Mon. thru fl,,'... •• • Weed. 5:00-6:00 1220A 
EXTENSION DIV. Fri. by Appt. 1610 PHILOSOPHY ,. Prof. M. Wyschogrod By Appt. Only 1520A 
ECONOMICS, FINANCE 'Prof. H .. Ross Mqn. 6:00-7:00 1123 PHYSICAL & HEALTH Mon & 
& INVESTMENTS Prof. D. Gujarati Mon. 4:00-6:00 910A EDUCATION Prof. K. Moyna Wed. 4:00-6:00 607 
Prof. M. Benewitz Tues. 6:00-7:00 1003 
Prof. A. Zucker Wed. 6:00-7:00 1008 PHYSICS Prof. A. O'Leary By Appt, Only 526A 
POLITICAL SCIENCE Prof. N. Powell Thurs & by 
EDUCATION Prof. A. Klein Mon. 5:00-6:30 Appt. 5 :30-6 :10 1508 
Stenography & Tues. 5:00-6:30 
Typing (153 E. 224 St., 5 Fl.) PSYCHOLOGY Prof. J. Lefkowitz Mon. 6:00-6:45 506 
Tues. 5:00-7:00 5506 
EDUCATION Prof. L. Alston Mon. 5:00-6:00 155 E. Wed. 6:00-6:45 506 
Mon. 7:30-8:30 24 St. Above Schedule by Appointment Only 
Thurs. 5:00-6:00 
Thurs. 7:15-8:15 ROMANCE LANGUAGES Prof. V. Horvath Wed. 5:00-6:15 1110A 
ENGLISH Prof. B. Crane Mon. 6:00-7:40 822A SOCIOLOGY 
Prof. M. 0. L. 
Klein-Hutheesing By Appt. Only 925A Tues. 5:00-6:40 822A 
Evening Session Office Mrs. A. Collis Mon. SPEECH Prof. E. Ryan Mon. thru 
and Staff thru 9:00-4:00 Thurs. 6:15--6:30 & by Oppt. Only 402 Thurs. 5 :00-9 :00 
GERMAN Prof. Jean J.ofen By Appt. only 1320A 
STATISTICS Prof. H. Arkin Wed. 4:30-6:00 1005 
STUDENT PERSONNEL 
HISTORY Prof. H. Feingold Tues. & SERVICES* 
Thurs. 4:30-5 :45 710A Counseling & Testing Dean L. Austin By Appt. Only 401* 
LAW Prof. E. Tarangioli By Appt. only 1507 
Financial Aid Mr. J. Reppen Wed. 7:00-10:00 403* 
Placement Dr. H. Lotz Mon. 5 :00-8:00 403* 
LIBRARY Prof. H. Eiberson Mon. thru 10 :00 AM to Miss K. Backer Tues. 5:00-9:00 405* Miss C. Franco Wed. 5 :00-9:00 405* & Staff Fri. 9:00 PM 207A Mr. L. Lansner Tues. 5 :00-8:00 407* 
Wed. 407* 
MANAGEMENT Prof. S. Ranhand Tues. 6:00-8:00 907 
5:00-8:00 
Mr. Ron Bruse Mon.-Fri. 4:00-11:00 Stud. 
M.A. Booke Wed. 5:30-7:30 907 Dr. Greger Center 
Prof. H. Madeheim Thurs. 6:00-7:30 907 
Mr. Elias Kalman Thurs. 6:30-8:00 907 * 153 East 24 Street - Fourth Floor 
•• 
As Seen From Here 
By LEUMAS LE TIED 
The Spectacle of Death - The Victims 
Suddenly there was a blast ... deafening, reverberating through­
out the plane. Glass shattered. Seats were jerked out of place pitch­
ing forward their occupants, then landing on top of them pinning 
them beneath their huge weight, crushing them slowly, painfully 
to death. Metal rails and poles broke from their connections and 
smashed down on the trapped passengers in the smoke-filled cabin, 
pummeling them mercilessly as they bounced about in tune to the 
swerving, bucking, tipping plane. The plane lurched from side to side, 
banked sharply north, then veered south, tilted and ended up in a 
tailspin as it began its precipitous plunge to the ground, trailing 
smoke, pieces of glinting metal and red-tinged humanity. 
Some of the passengers were blown to bits with the impact of 
the explosion; others had their hands snipped from their arms, their 
arms from their bodies, their legs an anomalous mass of blood, flesh 
and bones, their heads no longer on their shoulders. Still others had 
their stomachs ripped open their guts spilling out; where their heads 
once were, there were now unrecognizable, bloody globs. The truly 
unfortunate ones had the misfortune of having only their e>,.'tremities 
severed and being able to survive the excruciating ordeal in sheer agony 
until the swiftly omushing rugged Swiss terrain claimed them. The 
spectacle was reminiscent of the final scene in "The Wild Bunch" but 
with, unfortunately, much more blood, too man;, fragments of bones 
and bits of flesh, and, alas, much too much reality. 
There were those who never knew what happened to them; they 
died while reading, talking to a neighbor or an acquaintance, think­
ing about the home they had just left or the one they were going 
to, or simply, in their sleep - totally unaw_are and instantly. For them it took only a fraction of a second and it was over. They were 
dead with that finality which accompanies the swift execution of a 
complex assignment. DEAD. And there were those who heard the ex­
plosion in time to give that one last cry which precedes death. That 
shrill cry, that soft cry, that muffled cry - that deathly cry. It was 
a fai·ewell call to someone's loved ones, a moan brought on by pain, 
a half protest at the incomprehensibility of death. Then it was all 
over. Then there were those who were able to groan throughout as 
they clung with that innate human passion to a quickly fading life 
... Then it was over for them too. STILLNESS. 
Thes� were all first of all, people. Human beings, like me and 
you. And they wer: brought to naught. They could think, make others 
happy, help create lives, even save lives. And now they were nothing, 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Co1nc,e,pts of Business and So-c-ia1I C-hange 
Ar-e Subj1ects of Discussio,:n At Baru,ch 
Members of Baruch College's Management Department will discuss the latest con­
cepts and techniques in the field being applied on frontiers of business and social change 
in a series of Wednesday afternoon presentations beginning March 4. The brainchild of 
Professor Samuel Ranhand, Chairman, these "Urban Management Colloquia" are for all 
of Baruch and the public, but especially for the business and business-education communi­
ties of the New York metropolitan area. All meetings will be held in the Baruch Faculty 
Council Room (903-5) on the Wednesdays listed, from 2 to 4 P.M. (except Mar. 18, 3 to 
5 P.M.). Refreshments. 
March 4 
Professor Philip Harris 
March 11 
Professor Samuel Levey 
(Health Care Admin. Prog.) 
March 18 
Professor Aaron Levenstein 
April 8 
Professor Robert House 
April 15 
Professor N. Paul Loomba 
April 29 
Professor Alvin Puryear 
May 6 
Professor Sidney Lirtzman 
May 13 
Professor Julius J. Manson 
Franchise Management and Equal Opportunity: A Case 
For Extending an American Ideal 
Health Care in the '70s 
Management Policy in a Changing Society 
Strong Inference - A Research Strategy 
Strategic Planning 
Black Capitalism Revisited - Where We Stand Today 
Aspects of Computer Utilization in Management and 
Management Research 
Faculty Bargaining: Nectar and Acid 
Page Four 
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THE REPORTE R 
Evening's 
Big Winner 
Monday March 2 1970 
OPINION 
By ZA VE UNGER By EARL M. SURI Neighbors, students and 
The last meeting of Student Council was held on Tues- faculty chorused congratula- (This is the first in a series of articles on the Middle-
day, February 24th in the North Lounge of the Student Cen- tions to the Evening Division Eastern situation). 
ter. The following were among the events that transpired. for the Community Film Fes-
1. Bill Leikem was nominated and elected Non-Matric tival that got underway Fri-
The destruction of an Israeli-bound Swiss Airliner, re-
Class Representative. -e- way, Feb. l3, with La Strada. 
sulting in the deaths of the 47 passengers aboard, and a1-
2. The "Office Hours" commit- ing on March 10 . M tl 800 11 
. legedly perpetrated by Arab terrorist saboteurs, is an inter-
tee, chaired by Estre Leffek, gave 4. Gary Meisels was elected by 
1 ore ian ' we m excess national crime that will very definitely have both immediate 
its report. The purpose of this Council to the position of Club of the expected turnout, re- and long-range effects upon the Middle-Eastern situation. 
committee, set up on the first Coordinator. He ,vil! preside over sponded to an intensive com- In fact, some of its more horrifying ramifications might 
meeting of Council, is to explore weekly meetings (hopefully) with munity publicity campaign in even affect the eventual outcome of another Middle-Eastern ways for Council to take a more Club Presidents. the College area. Neighbor-
ag15ressive role in protecting and 5. Council was advised that Dean hood organizations, reached 
war. This horrendous deed (at first credit for it was claimed 
advancing the interests of the Eve- Dispenzieri had asked for represen- by the PFLP, an Arab ten-orists organization, but it was 
ning Session Student. More specif- tatives from Council to attend a 
by personal letter from Pres- then retracted after world condemnation mounted) could 
ically, its immediate purpose was meeting, along ,vith representa- ident Weaver, spread the very possibly be the undoing of the Arab terrorist organi­
to arrange for members of Coun- tives from Day Session Council, word further in their own zations. cil to be available at certain hours on Open Em-ollment. However, due publications. R e p e a t  an-
to help students who might be to the fact that a letter to this nouncements O f individual Many critics of Israel claim that this is a sort of retal-having problems. A list of the effect was not received from the iation for the Israeli raid on an Egyptian scrap metals fac-
hours and the students available Dean's Office until 6 P.M., Council films continue weekly, but the 
is given at the end of the column. was unable to have any of its support of Baruch faculty, tory, two weeks ago. However, the comparison is both ille-
In addition, starting Monday, members attend. Furthe1more, staff, and students will be ap- gitemate and illogical. Israel's action on the scrap metals 
March 2, Council wiJJ be placing Frank Hodges, President, S.C., preciated, both in attendance, factory was an avowed military mistake. The fact that it 
"Complaint/Suggestion" boxes in was not previously notified. Coun- and in word-of-mouth promo- was a mistake is recognized by all, including Egypt. The all the centers. It is hoped that the cil therefore passed a motion call- proof is quite simple: Israel let Egypt know that a 24 hour 
student body ,vill avail themselves ing for a letter to be sent to Dean tion. Balance of the program 
of the opportunity to express their Dispenzieri expressing Council's is: delayed-action bomb was still alive and in the scrap me
tals 
opinions. dismay and concern over this ap- Mar. 6 Le Bonheur factory. The Egyptians were told to defuse it quickly, some-3 A motion was made and parent disregard for the Evening thing they presumably did. The Arabs admitted that in all 
passed that Council send a letter Session. 
- Mar. 13 Jules and Jim probability it was, indeed, a mistake. However, they con-
to Dean Dispenzieri asking for At this point, it should be point- Mar. 20 King Kon1r t d d th t f rth b b an accounting of the $17.00 in Stu- ed out that one of Council's main - en e a U er om ing raids by Israel on Egyptian 
dent Fees for which no explana- point of future contention with the Apr. 10 The Seventh Seal military targets, especially those close to major population 
tion of their usage has been given. Administration is the second class Apr. 17 The Blue Angel centers, such as Cairo, could only result in mo.re such costly 
In addition, Council instructed citizenship of the Evening Session Apr. 24 Ashes and Diamonds mistakes. It is in the Israeli mistake that Egypt had a pos-Gary Meisels, Vice President, S.C., students. The days are paSt when sible political-psycholoirical advanta1re, but with the ruth-to follow up and report back on everything was done for the glory May 1 Dr. Strangelove - -
the matter at Council's next meet- (Continued on Page 8) less, criminal attack by Arab killers on a Swiss Airplane, 
------------------------- -
------------1 that, too, is presumably gone. 
Qualifying Exams 
Education, English 
Students who have not yet taken the written Eng­
lish examination given by the Department of Education 
are required to do so if they wish to pursue work beyond 
Ed. 40 and 40.1. 
The written E,nglish examination will be given on 
Thursday, March 5th, 1970 in Room 4N 
Time: 
Day Students - from 12 noon - 2:00 P.M. 
Evening Students - from 6 :00 - 8 :00 P.M. 
No application is necessary. Just appear for the ex­
amination at the designated time and place. 
Art ond Times 
01 the Guit-o.r 
Furthermore, it is our opinion that Israel should con­
tinue her bombing strikes into Egypt for a number of 
reasons. First, it keeps Israel's military machine on its 
toes. Second, it is a necessary psychological factor needed to 
show the Arabs that Israel is still the major Middle Eastern 
The Art and Times of power, and that it would be futile for them to start another 
the Guitar: From the Hit- war. Third, and probably most important, one of the major 
tites to the Hi;ppies, by arguments against Israel's bombing of Egyptian military 
Frederic v. Grunfeld, will installations, is that Israel has become the aggressor with 
be published by The Mac- the Arabs becoming the innocent victims. To these people 
millan Company on Febru- we can only state the facts. The fact that in sheer size and 
ary 27. population the Arabs outnumber Israel 40 to 1. The fact 
The Art and Times of tha� it was the Arabs who, quite openly, provoked the last Mid-East war. The fact that it is the Arabs who provoked the Guitar is a lively his- most of the incidents along the Suez Canal. The fact that it tory of the guitar, lavishly is the Arabs who are vowing to push Israel into the sea illustrated with Ph O t O - while the Israelis are merely fighting a war of survival'. graphs of the instrument 
as it has appeared in works 
The:·efore, _in the light of these facts, it seems quite odd, 
of art through the ages, 
no, mconceivable would be a better word, that Israel should 
and of the well-known per-
possibly be considered the aggressor of the Arab giant. It's 
The English 9 Qualifying Exam for exemption from sonalities who continue to 
like saying that David was Goliath's aggressor, but, then 
E,nglish 9 will be given Thursday, March 19th from 12 further its popularity. A 
again, the Arabs have been known to say that, too. 
noon to 2 :00 p.m. in Room 825, and, for students in the far-reaching survey, full of The fact stiJJ remains, however, that passengers, who 
Evening Division, the exam will be given on the same day musical passion that will a�e for the most part innocent victims, are being murdered 
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in Room 806. delight all devotees of the with a ruthlessness completely unparaielled since the fall of 
The Qualifying Exam will also be given Thursday, guitar and win over the Nazi Germany. How much longer is the world going to sit 
April 16, from 12 noon to 2:00 p.m. in Room 825. uninitiated. idly by and watch this insane massacre? How much longer 
Only transfer students who have transfer credits for 
ar� the so-called democratic countries of Western E:urope 
six or more English composition credits are eligible to 
gomg to stand for such intolerable mass executions on their 
take this examination. 
I-------------' s�il � How much longer is President Nixon going to sit in 
D h�s _ivory tower by the Potomac, and watch while innocent Any transfer student who has three transfer credits ante victims are murdered by ruthless, vicious criminals? How of English composition must take English 9- �uch longe! will letters of "strong protest" take precedence 
Baruch students who received less than "B" in Eng- m U.S. pohcy over "strong action?" The answers to these 
Jish 1 at Baruch are not eligible for this examination. s oc1· ely ques�ions a!e as uncertain as the Nixon Administration. But if President Nixon doesn't do something soon, we will 
SUMMER SESSION ANNOUNCEMENT soon have another four year president. President Nixon still 
The Department of Management is considering offering All students are invited to join 
has a lot to learn about his job, and let me make that per­
Manag-ement 303, A Seminar on Contemporary Management Dante Society, the "In" club on fectly clear. 
Problems, during the 1970 Summer Session. campus. Dante meets on alternate Notes to 1:1Y readers: I have received some complaints 
If sufficient interest exists, this 3 credit course will be Fridays in the student Center. about m_y persistent use of the first person, "we," instead 
taught by Mr. A. Booke and will be offered on Monday, Wed- Their activities range from "juSt of the fl�·st person, "I." To make matters clear, I have con­
nesday and Thursday from 8 :00 to 9 :40 p.m. eating pizza" to planning ski-week- sulted with_ Professor Max Siegel of the English Depart­
This course is also open to non-Management majors (Jun- ends and 0ther activities of intereSt m�nt, wh� is also �he Faculty Advisor of The Reporter. He 
iors and Seniors). to Baruch students. sai? _that it w�s. qmte proper to use the second person when 
Anyone interested in registering for this course is urged 
The next major event planned wntmg an opmionated column. It is what is known as the 
to contact Mr. Booke, in Room 907A, prior to March 4, 1970. 
is an EaSter celebration, to be held "Editorial We." 
;==========================. I 
in the Student Center on Friday, 
The Office of the 
DIVISION OF SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
is now located at 
155 EAST 24 STREET 
on the 
FIFTH FLOOR 
March 2oth. Entertainment and Congratulations to Herb Rothman for his fine article 
food, as usual, will be provided. of three weeks ago on the ineffectiveness of the Student 
See future issues of the Repo1ter �oun��l, due in most part to the ineffectiveness of our "Pres­
for more details. In the meantime, i�e:it, Fra�, �odges. R�aders are urged to react to this 
if you have any suggestions for ridiculous situat10n to which the Council has been relegated. activ.ities you would like to partici- There are many members of the council who want to ,voi·k pate in as a club member, please d h t t t 1 ' drop a note in the Dante Society an w 0. wan ·o ac ua ly represent the student. The main 
mailbox, located in the Student obstacle is Frank Hodges' ineffectiveness. Readers are urged 
Center. (ContiJrned on Page 5) 
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The Establishment View 1::!!:: By EARL RI 
Jean Luc Godard's film, ========================= I "Sympathy for the Devil," 
On February 18, President Nixon presented Congress 
with a virtually unprecedented report entitled "United States 
Foreign Policy for the 197O's." 
This report, now known as the " ixon Docbine" rep­
resents a major shift in U.S. foreign policy - the first in 
20 years - and, as such, marks an end to the Truman Doc­
trine of "Containment" as rigid policy. 
As outlined by the President, the basic goal of his new 
policy is "to shape the future" by bringing about a state of 
peace wherein peace is not defined as "the absence of war" 
but one where peace is built on international relationships 
that remove or inhibit the causes of war. This new policy 
is to be guided by three basic p1inciples: 
1. Partnership - obligations, like benefits, must be 
shared. 
2. Strength - Defense requirements will continue to 
be viewed in the light of over-all national interests. There­
fore, so as to discourage those who might use aggression as 
a tool of national policy, the United States will continue to 
maintain and support a strong military establishment. How­
ever, a high prio1ity is to be placed on co-operative arms 
control. 
3. Negotiation - Recognition is given to the fact that 
the U.S. has interests of its own and that it will defend those 
interests. Furthermore, it does not deny that there now 
exists many deep-rooted ideological and philosophical differ­
ences between itself and other nations, as well as different 
staning The Rolling Stones, 
will have its New York pre­
miere at Hunter College on 
Wednesday, March 18, at 7 :30 
p.m. in the College Assembly 
Hall. Subsequent showings 
will be at 9 :30 p.m. on Wed­
nesday, and on Thursday and 
Friday, March 19 and 20, at 
7 :30 p.m. and 9 :30 p.m. 
Godard will discuss the aur­
al, visual and philosophical as­
pects of "Sympathy for the 
Devil" in a special documen­
tary film, "Voices." The film 
will be shown on Tuesday, 
March 17, in the Hunter Col­
lege Playhouse at 3 p.m., 4 :30 
p.m., 6 p.m., 7 :30 p.m., 9 p.m. 
and 10:30 p.m. 
Tickets, at $3 and $2 (stu­
dent) for "Sympathy for the 
Devil" and 50¢ for "Voices,'' 
are available at the Hunter 
College Concert Bureau, 695 
Park Ave., and at Ticketron 
outlets in the metropolitan 
area. For ticket information 
call 535-5350. 
perspectives that have been formed by geography and his- I,,,,,============ 
tory. Nevertheless, our new policy will be marked by a wil- WANTED 
Page Five 
Reporter Conducts 
Ext,ensi ve Poll 
Two week ago The Reporter conducted a random sam­
ple opinion poll throughout the Baruch School. This poll 
was one of the most extensive, in te:rms of subjects covered, 
ever to be conducted by an organization at Baruch. The poll 
consisted of a lengthy 13 page questionaire which was filled 
out by participating students. 
The Reporter conducted the poll without advance pub­
licity. The students participating did not have any indication 
of the questions being asked. Each week The Reporter will 
print the results of a different section of the poll. This week's 
results appear below. 
RESULTS OF THE REPORTER'S PUBLIC OPINION POLL 
The Agnew Controversy 
Of the students polled, 58.5% disapproved of Vice Pres­
ident Agnew's attacks on the news media, while only 36.5% 
approved, and 5% were undecided. However, 58.5% felt that 
he had meant the attacks honestly, while 31.7% felt that it 
was demagoguery, and 9.8% were not sure. 
70% thought that the White House was behind the 
move, 25 % disagreed, and 5 % were of no opinion. 
37.5% approved of the "Agnew Approach" to statesman­
ship, 55% disappro;ved, and 7.5% were undecided. 
54.8% of the students said that Edmund Muskie would 
have made a better Vice President than Spiro Agnew, while 
only 26.2% said he would not have made a better Vice Pres­
ident, with 19% undecided. Along the same vein, 35% felt 
that Richard Nixon was a better Vice President than Agnew, 
while 30% felt he wasn't 5%, were undecided and 30% didn't 
remember. To sum it all up briefly: 
Un� Don't Re� 
Yes No cided member 
Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct. 
lingness to negotiate. E.very attempt will be made to recon- REMALE ROOMMATE (21-25) to 
cile conflicting interests on concrete goals, and to define share luxury apt.; 13th St. bet. 
those goals which can be sought and achieved cooperatively. 5th and 6th; $124; 3 rooms; fur- Approval of the Agnew attacks: 









-, 1 Nixon was a better Vice President: inflation, racial unrest, misuse of natural resources, etc. 
Position immediately avail- The attacks were meant honestly: Basically, it shows - and reiterates to all who liSten - that able for Administrative/Exec- The attacks were meant demagoguery: 
Americans are turning more to domestic concerns. It also utive Secretary to President of 
shows that Mr. Nixon intends to give more of his attention small, but long established Con-






For our allies: tation, typing, supervision of (Continued from Page 4) 
55 7.5 
26.2 19 
30 5 30 
-l-s
9.8 
• It demonstrates that the United States will no longer bookk
eeping procedures, and 
related administrative duties. 
act as the world's police man - neither will we do all the Company located downtown. 
fighting. Salary up to $165.00 per week, 
• U.S. troop strength, while remaining strong, is to be plus bonus arrangement. Com­
cut back in the near future. parable past experience re­
• A nuclear shield is to be offered to our allies - If they quired. Please send resume to Mr. Edgar Biffar, President, want it. Standard Research Consultants, 
• Foreio-n aid is to be cut with the emphasis and favor 345 Hudson Street, New York, 
being pla�ed on more trade, more private investment abroad New York. 
to write The Reporter about the policy of "dynamic drift­
ing" that is so close to Frank Hodges. Maybe with your sup­
port something can be done about it. I'm not afraid to name 
names, Frank, and, like Herb, I'm not afraid of your inevit­
able retribution. Here's for a more effective Student Council 
WITHOUT Frank Hodges. 




Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Feb. 16 
- Volkswagen today announced 
signing of a new contract with 
Combustion Engineering, Inc.'s 
glass division under which it will 
buy enough windows for 20,000 
VW "beetles" a month. 
Stuart Perkins, president of 
olkswagen of Amei-ica, said the 
coutr.act was negotiated with the 
CE-Glass di,,ision's Pennsauken, 
N. J., plant which has been su�­
plying door windows for VWs ID 
limited quantity since 1966. Perk-
ins added: 
"Om· e.xpanded purchases . are m 
line with our policy in which we 
constantly seek to increase . pm;� 
chases from American suppliers. 
Under the new contract, CE­
Glass will furnish beetle wind­
shields as well as side, vent and 
rear ,,indows. The rear windows 
will be equipped with printed .and 
fused-on heating grids which form 
the heart of VW's electric rear 
window demisting and defrosting 
system. 
Third, and finally, Leumas Letied and I, although we 
are good friends, do not collaborate on our articles, even 
though we happen to be writing, for the next few weeks, on 
the same topic. 
BARUCH COLLEGE 
Young Americans tor Freedom 
In Association with 
THE DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
Proudly Presents 
Our March DoubleHEADer 
On THURSDAY, MARCH 12 
at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Oak Lounge 
The HONORABLE EDWARD KOCH, M.C. 
Will Discuss The Marijuana 
Question: 
Should It Be Legal? 
On FRIDAY, MARCH 13 
at 8:30 p.m. 
m the Oak Lounge 
An Open Forum Discussion 
on Marijuana: 
Should It Be Legal? The Faculty View 
Refreshments tNill be served al both meetings
· Page Six 
lfl IE IF IL IE Cl1 � 0 NS 
By REUBEN SAMUEL 
Everywhere the eye looks, nothing stands· but ruins 
with decaying vegetation growing over what once was so­
. ciety1 our society. In looking one is impressed, not with the 
,death of it .. . but with the lack of life. Nothing lives ex­
-\!ept the vegetation, a hearty breed . . . unimowri _to the 
«?a,rth's current
0
'inhabitants. The year 2000? perhaps 1oooner 
. . . fiiends ! !-'. ' 
Insane, what? Yet all we must do is to :.reflect on the 
direction that our little planet is so obviously travelling in. 
Somehow, with our inevitable fatalism we believe that some 
force greater than us will revoke the irrevocable. 
What are we doing, as a country? ,_ ,, 
1. We are deeply involved in an, armed conflict in south­
east Asia. This conflict is now speading to Laos and Cam­
bodia with U. S. troops doing a lot of the flying, if not fight­
'ing. 
2. We are polluting the air and our environment to the
tune of 2½ billion tons per annum, in the U.S. alone! 
3. We are hostile to the harbingers of change in our 
society, and the "silent majority" seems strongly status-quo 
oriented. 
4. The problem of the inner city, its discontented peo­
. ples; its poor education and its myriad problems have seem­
ingly taken last priority. 
5. We are forging ahead into outer space - what good 
is space without earth? 
6. We have an AB M system to complement I.C.B.M. 
systems. 
7. Dept. of H.E.W. budgets have been cut; federal aid 
to research has been drastically reduced, military budgets 
remain high! 
What are we doing as inhabitants of the planet earth? 
1. The Middle East confrontations have proven beyond 
a shadow of a doubt that the U.N. is as successful as was 
the League of Nations ... which is to say not at alJ. 
2. Both Russia and the United States continue to con­
cern themselevs primarily with spheres of influence and fi­
nancial considerations. 
3. Ex-Gaullist France cannot be ignored either, as air­
planes being sold to Libya are a measure of keeping Libyan 
troops out of an imperialistic French Foreign Legion in­
volvement in another African state. 
4. Population growth estimates are such that starva­
tion among the word's people seems an inevitable fact. 
5. Worst, of all the people of the world feel common 
spirit only in acts of anger and not of peace. Billions of dol­
lars are being spent on vehicles of human destruction, yet 
all we can see is our own immediate gains. 
All of the above is true, and you know it! What have 
you done, today .. . citizen? Have you put your American 
Flag decal on your car, paid some more taxes and accepted 
the system? 
My feelings of frustration are not with our established 
government. My frustration deals not with the narrow mind­
ed wheeling and dealing done by the U.S.S.R., though the 
Russians seem more interested in manipulating the world 
into their way of thinking. No, my frustration lies with the 
imperfection of the human inhabitants of this country and 
of the world. My frustration deals with the inability of the 
world's people and their political bosses (in the U.S. too, 
Charlie) to go beyond their selfish little two-bit, greedy 
needs and think of the world as an entity, a totality. 
We cannot and should not deal with the world's prob­
lem using historical solutions. Look at the facts . . . Where 
is invincible Rome today? ... the glory that was Greece? . . . 
Napoleon's Legion? .. . The Third Reich and its 'supermen' 
.. . Where is "Britania rules the waves?" They have gone 
the way of all flesh. 
Is modern man, who is a culmination of all that went 
before him; Who is the most technologically advanced crea­
ture to walk this planet, going to blindly pursue his present 
destructive course? All indications say that this is so. Has 
not the time arrived for a close look at what we are allow­
ing our world to become? 
Film Portroyol ol Dr. King 
The Martin Luther King Film Project has grown out 
of the dream of producer Ely Landau in which he envisioned 
a meaningful and historically accurate portrayal of Dr. 
King's life. This dream has come true in the making of 
"King: A Filmed Record .. . Montgomery to Memphis." 
On March 24th in approximately • 
1,000 theatres in over 300 cities 
I 
simultaneous nationwide showing 
there will be a one-time only show- to an expected audience of 1,000,­
ing of "King." The impact of this 000 people should be tremendous 




Barron of Columbia U. to Pen 
"Running," Screenplay of Veteran 
in Hippie Commune 
Professor Arthur Barron, chair­
man of the: Film Division of Co­
lumbia University's School of the 
Arts, has been signed by Warner 
Bros. to write "Running," an orig­
inar motion picture drama about a 
Vietnam veteran who becomes in­
volved, wtih a hippie commune. 
Ba1:1�n's production of "Johnny 
Cash, The Man, His World and 
His Music" has won critical ac­
claim, as did the award-,vinning 
NET television films he made with 
his wife, Evelyn: "Birth and 
Death,'' "The Great American No­
vel: Babbitt and The Grapes of 
Wrath" and "Childhood: Hubert 
Humphrey's South Dakota and 
James Baldwin's Harlem." They 
are currently filming "Factory" 
for NET-TV. 
* * * 
Kubrick to film "A Clockwork 
Orange," Black Comedy about 
Tee11-Age Violence 
Stanley Kubrick, whose last film 
was the acclaimed "2001 - A 
Space Odyssey," wili write, prod­
uce and direct "A Clockwork 
Orange" for Warner Bros. 
Based on the novel by Anthony 
Burgess, "A Clockwork Orange" 
is a black comedy of teen-age viol­
ence in a futuristic welfare so­
ciety. Kubrick is currently com­
pleting the screenplay for the film, 
which will go before the cameras 
in London late this summer. 
* * * 
Jane Fonda to Star in "Klute," 
Pakula Film for Warner Bros. 
Jane Fonda, fresh from her 
triumph in "They Shoot Horses, 
Don't They?", will star next in 
"Klute," which Alan J. Pakula 
will produce and direct for War­
ner Bros. 
An original screenplay by Andy 
and Dave Lewis, "Klute" is a con­
temporary drama about a call-girl 
and a small-town policeman on a 
manhunt. 
David Lange, Pakula's partner 
in Gus Productions, Inc., will co­
produce the film, which is expected 
to go into production by April, 
probably on location in an as yet 
unselected metropolitan area. 
Mastroianni, Virna Lisi Start 
"Trigon," Psychological Thriller 
For Warner Bros, 
Marcello Mastroianni, Virna Lisi 
and Timothy Dalton star in "Tri­
gon," a Warner Bros. motion pic­
ture drama that has gone before 
the cameras on location in the his­
toric English village of Alford, 50 
miles south of London. 
A psychological thriller about a 
tortured husband, his bored young 
wife and her teen-age lover, "Tri­
gon" is being directed by Franco 
Indovina from his own original 
story and screenplay. Turi Vasile 
is producing the Ultrafilm-PIC and 
PECF production, which is being 
filmed in color and widescreen en­
tirely on location in England. 
Mastroianni, who plays the hus­
band in the trigon, is famed for 
his performances in "La Dolce 
Vita," "Divorce Italian Style," 
"Marriage Italian Style," "8½," 
"Yesterday, Today and Tomon-ow," 
"The Organizer" and "The Strang­
er." Miss Lisi was seen most re­
cently in "The Secret of Santa 
Vittoria" and "The Christmas 
Tree.'' Dalton portrayed the young 
King Philippe of France in "The 
Lion in Winter." 
as all of us witness, for the first 
time, a filmed documentary show­
ing the major battles of thirteen 
years of King's struggle in the 
movement he led. 
Such a sho,ving is unprecedented 
in the motion picture industry and 
its special uniqueness is that to 
be successful, the project requires 
the involvement of many, many 
people. 
Monday, March 2, 1970 
ATTACK, 
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
We advocate peace and love; we urge an end to the Viet­
nam War; we nitist strive for freedom. Do the former 
sound like familiar 'Slogans? They should sound familiar 
since they are chanted all th':e time by the hippies. Love and 
peace are part of the hippie philosophy. Hippies do live in 
love or may I say in a constant orgy. The hippies have 
flocked to the East Village which is now considered to be 
a run-down slum. This is where they reside; in their humble 
abodes or may I say room. You probably can find a gToup of 
maybe seven or eight people crowded and squeezed into a 
rat-infested, garbage strewn two 1:oom apartment. Most of 
these hippies have their i-ent paid by their parents and most 
of them do not work. Why should a hippie work when his 
parents support him. There is one bio- mattress known as 
the community bed. In the bed is whe1'='e the hippies express 
t�eir lov� and this is the place where gonorrhea and syphil­
hs prevrul. But hippies do not love all people. If you do not 
have long hair, an unshaven face or if you do not sport 19th 
century used clothing, purchased at charity drives or rum­
ma�e sales, then you are marked as being a part of the es­
tablishment or as uptight. 
Hippies feel so much love for their fellow man. But 
there is a condition for this love. In order to love and care 
you must be under the influence of illegal drugs. The hippies 
are mostly in a state of stupor and do not know what is o-o­
ing on around the world and between people. If they are ;ot 
�rooking- pot they are sniffing speed or if they are not speed­
mg they are shooting- heroin. L SD is a vital "food" for the 
hippie culture in order for them to shy away from responsi­
bilities and to shun reality. This love bit and humanity mar­
tyrdom that the hippies are into is just a big farce and a 
cover up for their hateful and depraved natures. In the 
Vice-President's latest speech, he put down the hippies. The 
silent majority has lauded him for this move. Billy Graham 
should also be commended in launching a revival of "good old 
religion." Maybe it will teach the hippies the meaning of love 
through the gospel of the dear Lord. Hallelujah! and Amen! 
Hippies are known to be anti-establishment. Why is it 
necessary, then, that they need the "establishment" dollar? 
You may be startled but hippies are among the richest peo­
ple in the nation. The hippies can be personified by Robin 
Hood. Like Robin Hood, these long-haired vagrants steal, 
plunder the 1ich but unlike Robin Hood, keep the money and 
goods for themselves. But hippies are very peaceful people; 
that is if you do not rub them the wrong way. If you dare 
to disagree with them in practically any aspect of life then 
you are known as an ignorant "pig." One thing- that baffles 
me is the hippie definition of the word peace. I see "peace­
ful" hippies taking over universities, inciting the lower class­
es to riot, robbing-, beating- and exploiting- the middle classes 
and plundering the higher classes. Where is the peace? 
Where is this undying- love for humanity? Is it "up yours?" 
When will our normal sheepish "silent" majority take 
heed as to what the hippies are doing to America? Some­
thing must be done to "clean up "America and to restore" 
it to what it was in the 1950's. For the answers we should 
turn to our almighty and courageous, RIGHTeous leader, 
Spiro Agnew. Heil! Ag-new. Now, here is a man of "sound" 
mind. 
As Seen Fro,m Here 
(Continued from Page 3) 
not even their bare elements. One was someone's husband, another's 
f.ather; someone's wife, another's mother; someone's son; someone's 
daughter. What were they now? He or she would no longer do or be 
anything at all - except what they were till now, and that only in 
the minds of those they left behind - no one else. They will soon be 
forgotten and Jive merely as images, fleeting images at that. W11at 
did these people have in common? They were all as innocent as the 
day. 
THE G ILTY 
The explosion on the Swissair jetliner which resulted in the death 
of all 47 aboard was an act perpetrated by a band of bloodthirsty 
m�rderers. It was a heinous and horrendous act, lotally and utterly 
ahen even to the lowest scum among humans. The perpetrators are 
not, as they and some reporters would have us believe, guerrillas or 
commandoes. They do not deserve the unwarranted dignity bestowed 
by these names. They arc not brave or heroic, as these names would 
make them out to be, by any stretch of the imagination. They are 
wretched cowards who excel in running from an opponent who is in 
any way armed but do not fear to kill those who are unarmed and 
virtually helpless. That's their specialty - the only one they have, 
as a matter of fact, the only anything they have. 
Remember the old joke that th smallest book in the worlfl is the 
?ne dealing with �ra� heroes? It isn't a joke, really. It's true. As 
it was true when 1t fn·st made the rounds, it's true loday· the book 
still does!1't have any pages, nor any . namPs, and it's n�t likely to
get any m the near future. But the list of criminals in oui· society 
will evidently continue to grow. 
After discussing the Victims and the Guilty this week, I will at­
tempt to discuss the onspiralors next week. 
. londay, ;:\larch 2, 1970 THE REP ORTER 
Two New Required Courses 
Added to the Curriculum 
All students who were in attendance prior to September 1, 1969, and who elected the 
new curriculum, are reminded of the implementation of the two new courses. 
"All B.B.A. candidates who will receive their degrees aiter September 1, 1970 are re­
quired to take Statistics 357. All those who become seniors in September, 1970, and there-
after are required to take Business Policy 100 for the B.B.A. degxee." 
Accordingly, all currently emolled senior are not required to take Business Poli­
cy 100. 
The Faculty of the School of Business and Public Administration at its February 26, 
1970 meeting considered a proposal presented by a student member. After considerable 
discussion, the Faculty recommended that while no change should be 1:1ade in the stated 
requirements, any student who will have a problem in progxamming his courses to grad­
uate in January, 1971, should apply to the Committee on Course and Standing for a waiv­
er of Statistics 357 and/or Business Policy 100. 
To apply for such a waiver, obtain a form in the Office of CmTicular Guidance, Room 
305, complete it and return it to that office. 
FRANK· S AIDEL 
Associate Dean 
Compos Planning ond Development 
Deon Is Selected I or CUNY 
A civil engineer and educator, Peter S. Spiridon, was tonight (February 24) named dean 
of campus planning and development for the City University of New York by the Board of 
Rio-her Education. Dean Spiridon is currently dean of administration at Staten Island Com­
mu0nity College where he has been in charge of the campus building program. He will begin 
his new duties on March 1. 
In his position, which is newly es-·�·-------------------------
­
tablished, De�n. Spiridon will over- turer in 1959. In 1960, he accepted 
see tl'.e $1 b1lhon renta_l and con- a position as assistant professor in 
structwn program reqmred to ac- the mathematics-science depart­
commodate the expanding s_tu�ent ment. He was named assistant to 
enrollment under open adm 1ss10ns the president in 1965, dean of the 
and other Master Plan goals. . summer session in 1966, and dean 
The 41-year old dean sees his of administration in 1968. Through 
work at S�ate1'. Islanc) as :1 micro- the years he rose to the rank of 
cosm of his City Umvers1ty task. full professor. "I� �ur push_ to imflement _ op�n Before joining Staten Island a�1s ion� next _fall,,, he sa_1d m Community College, Dean Spiridon nn 1;1terv1ew �mg�t, we will be was for three years senior design particularly active m the rental _of eno·ineer at Blauvet Engineering space. For the longer tf:1'111, 1 m- c0';,1pany, wl1ere he supervised the 
te�d . to study how efficiently tl'.e structural design and drafting of ex�slmg _space on the campuses is long and short span bridges. 
bemg utilized a11:d how the wl�ole Dean s iridon holds the Bachelor p_rocess of plannn'.g a�d construe-
and Masfer of Civil Engineering t1on can be �xped1ted. . degrees from New York University 
Immediately afteT receiving his 
bachelor's degree in 1961, Dean 
Spiridon became a naval architect 
with the New York Naval Ship­
yard. He sa�v active duty with the 
United States Air Force Reserve 
and is presently a captain on re­
serve duty. Before joining the Blau­
velt firm, he was an engineer with 
Hardesty and Hanover. 
Dean Spiridon is a member of 
the American Hellenic Educational 
Association and vice-president of 
the Parish Council of the Holy 
Trinity and St. Nicholas Greek 
Orthadox Church. 
He and his wife Bascilia and 
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Professor Sanders A. Kahn (Marketing) addressed the 
University of Alabama American Right of Way Association 
on the causes and cures of "Divergencies in Appraisals," 
February 6. Prof. Kahn also recently spoke to the Practicing 
Law Institute on "Analysis of Investment Property" . .. 
New York City's Center for Urban Education has appointed 
Professor Thomas R. Frazier (History) consultant to its 
Social Education Project ... The February Amistad contains 
Professor Addison Gayle's (English) article, "Cultural 
Hegemony: the Southern White Writer and American Lit­
erature" . . . Professor Frances K. Barasch (English) re­
viewed the Kristian Smidt edition of King Richard the Third, 
Para.Ile! Texts in February's Choice ... During the past few 
months, several books by Professor Gerald Leinwand (Edu� 
cation) have appeared as part of his "Problems of American 
Society " series, namely: The Traffic Jam, Air and Water 
Pollution, Slums, and The Draft . . . The University of 
Florida's Department of Electrical Engineering played host 
to Professor Ivan Flores' (Statistics) seminar on the design 
of modern operating systems, February 12. February 18 
Professor Flores lectured on tools to simplify the work of 
programmers at the Computer Peripherals and Software 
Conference in Chicago . . Dean Lester Rosner co-authore.d 
"Improved Use of Health Professionals in New York Ciif" 
Schools" in the February American Journal of Public Health·. 
MRS HELEN BELDEN (Phys- tion requested by Trenton State 
ical and Health Education) attend- College of their proposed under­
ed a Columbia Teachers College graduate and graduate programs 
"Symposium On Motor Learning in Economics . . . PROFESSOR 
and Performance," Feb. 7 . . . JOHN MARLIN (Economics and 
PROFESSOR FREDERICK SHAW Finance) is organizing and super­
(Political Science) has collaborat- vising an "Evaluation Unit" to 
eel on a report for The City Club collect and interpret information 
on upcoming proportional represen- leading to legislative and enforce­
tation elections for school districts ment proposals on housing for 
. .  MR. PA UL KRAEMER (Ac- Manhattan Councilman Carter Bur­
counting) co-authored and .edited den's Neighborhood Servke Pro­
"Fil,ings With The SEC" published gram. Professor Marlin has also 
by the .-1.merican Institute 0£ CPA's been an ach·isor to (Ralph) Nader's 
PROFESSOR MAURICE "Raiders" in their study of the 
BENEWITZ (Economics and Fi- U.S. Interstate Commerce Com­




l1;;, ���t:�:n:�� and is licensed as a professional 
engineer. 
tonight, "This is a crucial per
W
iod 
During his work at Staten Island, of growth for the university, e 
are gratified to have Dean Spiridon Dean Spiridon coordinated federal and state educational aid progrnms, 
{f ��I ���e:it�!� �;·i�;��:�ee�l�/;:i: supervised institutional research 
jects and in college teachhig and and data processing, and developed
administration to this leadership a new cmriculum in civil tech­
role in the university's expansion." nology, secul'ing federal funds to 
T is"patc ,,
Dean Spiridon wa survey direc- aid the new program. 
tor for two studies commissioned by In 1967 he was one of 25 leaders 
the Board of Higher Education to participate in a Civil Engineer­
prior to establishing Richmond ing Technology Consultant Work­
College as an upper division col- shop, which prepared a report on 
lege, a pioneer in the field. curriculum development for the 
Dean Spiridon joined the Staten American Association of Junior 
Island faculty as a pa1-t-time lee- Colleges. 
Grad. Marketing Society 
Will Host Two Speakers 
The Baruch Graduate Marketing Society will hold its 
next meeting on Tuesday, March 3rd, 1970 at 5::30 P.M. in 
the Oak Louno-e of the Students' Center. 
Marketin; opportunities in the appar�l indus�ry will be 
the main topic of discussion, in which 2 vice-presidents and 
2 personnel men from Kayser-Roth wil! speak. . . . 
Literature will be distributed for Job opportumties with 
the company. A question and answer period will follow. Re­
freshments will be served. 
Faculty Members to Discuss Polution 
Faculty members are invited to on Po11ution and the Environment, 
Jet concerned students !mow that assisted by the U.S. Depa1-tment 
they will have a chance to speak of the Interior (Water Pollution 
out on issues of pollution and the and Control Administration). Be­
environment - and elect members gins at 9:30 A.M. in McMillen 
to a regional panel to work on Hall, Broadway at 116th Street, 
them _ at a full-day federally- O'oes to about 4:30, with luncheon 
sponsored seminar Sunday, Feb. facilities available. Participants 
21, at Columbia University, Sen. will elect four representatives to 
Cha1·les E. Goodell will be a key join a Regional Council to advise 
speaker. The session is unde_r the federal agency's Northeast di­
auspices of the Student Council rector on pollution matters. 
identifies 
the world's best 
beer drinkers! 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.• ST. LOUIS 
Page Eight 
Council ... Off ice Holders . 0 • 
(Continued from Page 4) (Continued from Page 1) 
and edification of the Day Ses- Quinn and Stephen Kurzer will con­
sion. More from Council on this in duct a preliminary review of the 
future issues. GSA's .Constitution and By-iaws; 
The folio.wing is a list of the Richard Feldman will establish the 
current "Open Hours'' of Council groundwork for an extensive speak­
in the Lobby of the Student Cen- er program; Michael Delaney will 
ter: continue in his position as graduate 
Monday: S.S.-5:00-7:00 P.M.; club committeeman; Walter Green-
T.N.-7-7:30 P.M.; span (an alternate member) will 
E.B.-7:30-8:30 P.M. take charge of the GSA's futU1·e 
Tuesday: D.F.
-
5:00-6:00 P.M. social functions; Morris Setton 
E.L.-6:-00-7:00 P.M. agreed to draft an extensive ques­
tionnaire to assay the sense of the 
Wednesday: E.L.
-
5-5:30 P.M.; Baruch graduate community; and 
D.U.
-
5:30-6 P.M.; Robert Hutchinson will care for 
T.N. 7-7:30 P.M.; the Associations logistical and sup-
E.B.-7:30-8:30 P.M. ply problems. 
Thursday: D.F.-5-6:00 P.M. Appointments were also made to 
S.S. - S. Sweid 
the various faculty and administra-
T.N. - T. Neufeld tive assemblies on which students 
D.F. 
-
D. Findlay are entitled to sit. Mr. Cavalier is 
E.L. 
-
E. Leffek a delegate to the Business Faculty 
E.B. 
-
E. Brody and the Committee on Graduate 
D.U. D. Unger Students; Miss Epstein will be a 
The official voice of Council representative to the Committee on 
will continue to be that of the Student Appeals; and Mr. Hutchin­
Director of Communications. While son will also serve graduate student 
members of Council have the right interests at the Business Faculty 
to publicly dissent, their views are meetings. Other appoints will be 
not to be construed as that of delivered to Professor Benewitz 
Council. This is mentioned only to shortly. 
prevent any possible future con- The Board's next meeting will 
fusion as to who speaks for Coun- take place Wednesday evening at 
cil. It is hoped that many stu- 5:30 in the North Lounge of the 
dents will avail themselves of the Student Center. Any comments re­
opportunity to sit in on Council garding the agenda should be sent 
meetings, to express their views, to the GSA via its postal box in 
so as to get a better idea of how the Student Center (#910) or 
Council functions. The schedule of through the Reporter. 
meetings for Spring 1970 are : 
1 ;-_-_-__::-_-_-__::-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-� March 10 and 24, April 14 and 
28, May 5 and 19, and June 9. 
MNYR -Region Represents the 
Evening Student Body 
Last week, on February 22nd, 
1970, a monthly meeting of the 
Meb10.politan New York Region of 
the United States Association of 
Evening Students was held at 
Fordham University. Among the 
delegates in attendance were Gary 
Meisels, Vice President; Maddalena 
Nappi, Director of External Af­
fairs; Barbara Pick, Executive at 
Large; and Michelle Tripolone, Ex­




Thursday, March 12 
8:30 p.m. - Oak Lounge 
lege Evening Student Council. : '.=======================:::::'. The meeting contained a forum 
TH E  R E P ORTER 
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JLOCUlS 
By SHELDON SWEID 
Box 909A: The Nesting Place. In the interest of those 
students who might need assistance in trying to locate bet­
ter living quarters, this column is conducting an experiment 
in good-will. By using the good-will of the Reporter, we will 
endeavor to help you obtain a better pad, a roomier penthouse, 
or a warmer loft. Please address all correspondence to THE 
NESTING PLACE, Box 909A, Student Center. Mention: Max­
imum Rental; Apartment size; location desi.Ted, etc. If at all 
possible, try to submit your application in duplicate. We want 
to establish a set of cross-referenced double-entry files, one 
listing for applicants, and the second one for apartment 
details. 
This experiment will be completely on the up-and-up, and 
any apartment that does become available, will be offered in 
the same strict sequence as the sequence in which your apply. 
A Small Matter of Good Taste. I would like to feel proud 
that this newspaper and any one connected with it, whether 
he be a staff member or a contributor, will act in good faith 
and with reasonable and responsible decorum. There are times 
when people and situations become almost intolerably diffi­
cult; it is then that one can begin to separate the children 
from the not-so-young. 
Two posters currently appeaiing in the Subway adver­
tisements: One of these states that Hate makes one ugly; and 
why be ugly; the other, that if you are going to fight, don't 
fight people, fight ideas. 
At one of the Student Council meetings, we witnessed an 
outburst in which both the President and the Council were 
threatened, not physically, but with 'crucifixion' and other 
retaliation, if ..  
I believe there· are better ways to express one's unapa­
thetic approach to pressing stmlent matters. 
Buried within. one of the columns of one of our more 
illustrious contributors, nestled uncomfortably among the 
'Bric-A-Brae,' was a short story about a 'little ole lady doctor 
down there.' Derogatory remarks followed about her age, her 
capabilities, and some lurid psychological phenomena which, 
for some reason, the author had had the uncanny ability to 
become aware of. He might better have attended Duke Uni­
versity and thus have given himself the opportunity to have 
experimented with extra-sensory mis-percepti0n. 
n the One University Concept, 
n which Gary spoke for Baruch 
College. This concept will be dis­
cussed more at length, at the 
Spring Conference held at F.D.T!J. 







�on����Z� �� Exactly what had gone
 wrong with his medical visit? 
lectured at seminars and institutes What was his real beef? He did 1:iot. give us any insights into 
for such institutions as Harvard, the exact nature of his displeasures. With what g,ood reason, 
Vassar, Columbia, Western Reserve I ask him, did he undertake to insult a conscientious member 
and other. He is the author of of our staff, who is at the same tim� a! membev of the medical 
Baruch College ,viii host the 
next monthly meeting on March 
21, 1970, 11 A.M. in the Oak 
Lounge, and Marble Lounge in the 
Student Center. All students are 
·nvited. 
The U.S.A.E.S. has made avail­
able to our student body, for the 
use of the student, a discount card 
for all Sheraton Hotels and Motor 
Inns. This card will be distributed 
vith an issue of the Reporter 
ornetime in the near future. 
Maddalena Nappi has been Op­
erations Co-Ordinator for the Re­
gion, since December, 1969; and 
Gary Meisels has been chairing 
he CUNY committee, made up of 
the 17 campuses, with extensive 
work done on OPEN ENROLL­
MENT. Follow his coverage in an­
other article located elsewhere in 
this issue of the Reporter. 
New Dean .... 
numerous professional articles 
which have appeared in a variety ])rofession? 
of publications. Mr. Bennett is a And, I ask him now, with w,h.-a,t gooc;l reason should he 
Certified Social Worker. not apologize for his own lurid projections? 
A!\ic�:;;�1: 1s:o::tfo�
ei
�i! !�: This writer is not a member of the new prude society. A 
National Association of Social less innocent victim could have been selected on which to vent 
Workers of which he is former one's venom. Be satirical, be 'smart' be 'avant;' but, even for 
Treasurer. He is Co-Chairman of your own sake, play fair and behave like a human being. 
the National Conference of Law­
yei.:s and Social Workers, a joint The Harveys. The readership, over the years, has been 
activity of &BA and NASW. Re told over and over about the prestigious group lmown as The 
is also a member and former Vice- Publications Association, which consists of six or seven mem­
President of the Council on Social ber,s or so, if my·memory serves me right. Numerous requests 
Work Education, the national ac- b d f b crediting agency in the social work have een ma e to obtain a copy o the 01iginal Charter, ut 
field, the American I?ublic Welfare to no avail. With the departure of the last Editor, we were 
Association, and other professional promised that such a Charter could be found in our news­
associations. He has served on the paper files, but to date it has eluded all searching parties. A 
Boards of numerous social agencies. good analagy can be drawn between this situation and the 







h�! a tax hearing, and he fails to b1ing along his 'books.' 






likely that We do knew her whereabouts; so why not call her 
lGth. 
up or write her a letter? Perhaps she knows of some ex-









��= of Biology and Assistant Dean of have been secreted. It's a cinch . . .  we don't! 
Health and Welfare Services; as the Summer Session has been de- Why all the fuss? I believe that one should not strike out 















o� ence for the period March 1, 1970 
_ how self-seeking one's motive. 
Education, the State Depaitment of June 30, 1970. On July 1 he will Generally, the Reporter has set its own house in order 
Social Services and State Civil De- return to his position as Assistant without benefit of undue publicity. However, some proposals 
fense Commission, and other gov- Dean of the Summer Sess
ion. were put forth, through its pages, with which this writer 
ernmental bodies. He has also Professor Harold Eiberson, As- does not completely agree. 
;vorked in the field of civil rights sociate Professor in the Library 
and intergroup relations. Department will be designated I believe that the Publications Association, such as it is, 
Prior to entering the field of Chief Librarian effective MaTch 1. was, or should have been, is in principle a beneficent auto­
ocial welfare, Mr. Bennett engaged 
1
;-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_---�----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-� nomous body. It has not heretofore needed any outside inter­
·n the general practice of the law MIDTOWN LAW FIRM ference of the nature suggested, such as outside staffing. and contemporaneously served as 
Director of the Evening Session at WANTS We already have access to any advisory facilities of 
st. John's College, in Borough Hall, RIGHT SECRETARY which we might have need. Further, promotion to Editor or 
Brooklyn, ew York. He was No Legal Experience Required to any other Masthead position should come from within. 
honored by the students with the Salary Open Add·t· all 1 th Mast-
Monday, March 2, 1970 
his position there. To keep it 
there, he should continue to 
actively work for the publica­
tion. 
Captive Audiences. In a 
sense, any reader automatical­
ly becomes a captive-audience­
of-one. For one, I would like to 
feel that what I am writing is 
pertinent and timely and, for 
this reason, might be read. 
You, a.s a reader, might feel 
otherwise. There ai·e things 
you might want to read about 
and the voice of this paper is 
your own voice, redirected to 
you. 
For good reason, you may 
no-t even want to see another 
repeat of this particular col­
umn. Therefore, make your 
comments freely; you may 




In a further step toward im­
plementation of the City Univer­
sity open admission plan sched­
uled to go into effect next fall, 
the Board of Higher Education 
tonight (February 24) approved the 
rental of approximately 240,000 
square feet of space at three of 
its senior colleges and one com­
munity colleges. 
The Department of Real Estate 
has been requested to negotiate for 
100,000 square feet at Queens Col­
lege, 65,000 square feet at John 
Jay College of Criminal Justice, 
15,-000 square feet at Baruch Col­
lege, and 60,000 square feet at 
Bronx Community College. In each 
case the space is required to meet 
anticipated enrollment next Sep­
tember. 
The board a month ago approved 
the rental of 259,000 square feet of 
space for City, Hunter and Brook­
lyn. 
A staff member from the Uni­
versity Office of Cam1;ms Planning 
and Development has been working 
out of the City Department of Real 
Estate under the immediate direc­
tion of the commissioner to assist 
the college in locating buildings 
which either have specific amounts 
of space vacant or about to become 
vacant. 
After the colleges have approved 
the general suitability and use of 
a facility, they then prepare layout 
plans of pa1titions required and 
specifications for the quality and 
type of renovation which the land­
lord will be required to provide. 
NEXT THURSDAY, 
5th OF MARCH, 
at 5:30 pm 
in the 
OAK LOUNGE 
It's a Group 
called 
JEBIDAH WOOD 
An electric rock band 
Program combination 
of Memphis blues, 
avant garde, folk, 
iazz rock, country 
and western music 
LEADER IS 
JONATHAN GRAHAM 
Paid for by 0opartmont of 
Studont Personnel Sorvicos 
dedication of the College yearbook. Mr. SPANIEZ PL 8-9400 
1 ion Y, any one w iose name appears on e 
Mr. Bennett has taught at the ....._ ___________ __, head-and that includes my own - should be able to justify .__ 
___________ ....J 
